Recognition and Clinical Diagnosis of Cervical Cancer Cells Based on our Improved Lightweight Deep Network for Pathological Image.
Accurate recognition of cervical cancer cells is of great significance to clinical diagnosis, but these existing algorithms are designed by low-level manual feature, and their performance improvements are limited an improved algorithm based on residual neural network is proposed to improve the accuracy of diagnosis. Firstly, momentum parameters are introduced into the training model; secondly, by changing the number of training samples, the recognition rate of the algorithm can be improved. Therefore, aiming at the task of object recognition under resource constrained condition, we optimize the design method of the network structure such as convolution operation, model parameter compression and enhancement of feature expression depth, and design and implement the lightweight network model structure for embedded platform. Our proposed deep network model can reduce the parameters of the model and the resources needed for operation under the condition of guaranteeing the precision. The experimental results show that the lightweight deep model has better performance than that of the existing comparison models, and it can achieve the model accuracy of 94.1% under the condition that the model with fewer parameters on cervical cells data set.